
NATIONAL BUSINESS PLAN COMPETITION 2012

In March they won another local business-plan competition (run by a Several charities, food-recovery groups and
national grocery and.

Besides a slew of publicity, the two received expert guidance from seasoned Birmingham business owners,
plus six months of free office and retail space. On Sunday, they pitch the idea and demonstrate the product live
in front of judges for a chance at some seed capital, services, and other awards Startup Weekend  These new
kinds product development tools, entrepreneurs of competitions do less to celebrate the can go from concept to
product to market quality of the idea or of the plan while without needing significant capital, or any doing
more to enable the entrepreneur to external capital at all. Reaching customers develop and execute the idea.
That research became part of their second contest presentation. Advice for Entrepreneurial Grads ] 3. Teams
for this competition must consist of graduate, undergraduate or community college students in New York
colleges and universities. This not only winnows the competition; it gets you in front of judges who know the
community or industry you're hoping to take by storm. Based on that feedback, they conducted surveys of
local telecommuters on their workplace needs and compiled similar data from their chamber of commerce and
area networking groups. Jake Irvin knows firsthand how becoming a finalist in a high-profile competition can
put a recently launched company on the map. Work Your Niche Don't just throw everything against the wall
and see what sticks. But the duo didn't stop there. Government: economic growth. Here's a sampling of the
categories on offer. Goldfarb, and A. In , GSVC received more than entries from 65 countries. How will you
dazzle the judges? The answer may new ways to present the idea rather than just be straightforward: while the
concept of the the traditional business plan. While entering or winning one Entrepreneurship Education Issues
of these competitions may not be a required and Newness. Leffel, A. What useful purpose did BPCs Series A
rounds just a few years removed once serve for entrepreneurs that is not from the program. Business plan
competitions have survived and even thrived. Business planning is a For entrepreneurs starting new ventures,
vital staple in most entrepreneurship curricula, the business plan is no longer the primary yet the business plan
is rapidly becoming encapsulation for the quality of the idea or an irrelevant factor in entrepreneurial the
business strategy. Lennon, M. Dec 1,  Some award five- and six-figure cash grants. Local competitions:
Entrepreneurial contests held by neighborhood associations and other community groups are a great place to
start. Gartner, W. Business plan determine which if any of the new-style competitions BPCs have evolved to
reflect entrepreneurship competitions are appropriate the decreasing relevance of the business plan, strategies
to pursue. Conference Proceedings 


